How Slavic people saw the sky
a short introduction to slavic
myths

Eternal cycle of rebirth
The Moon god Chors, like every night, traveled through the starry sky. The water demons
bowed to him as he smiled at them. The ravens danced along the riverbanks, bathing in its
cool light. Chors talked to them frequently, engaging in various kinds of chats, and
sometimes they had to endure teasing jokes on his part.
One day it took him longer than he had expected so he was able to meet Aurora for the
first time. The beautiful face of the young goddess glowed. The heart of the moon god
melted under the influence of the love for little goddess. Before he could approach her,
the gates of heaven were closed, and the pale prince was left with alone. He wandered
east every night, so that with the dawn he could see the morning goddess, who also fell in
love with him. With each morning they were closer and closer to each other.,until finally
Aurora kissed him.

But their love shook the world. The goddess of dawn was the lord of the sun –
Dadźbog’s wife , and Chors was already married to the goddess of dusk – Wieczornica.
Dajbóg burned with anger and decided to punish the moon god. This, however, was
beyond his reach, as the rhythm of the day forced Dajbog to constantly travel across
the sky. So he informed Perun and he cut the Moon god with an ax and halved him in
two. Chors' remains fell into the sea and disappeared under the waves, buried by the
sea.
But Chors did not die. Three night later he was reborn and emerged from the western
end of the ocean. Up to this day, the lunar god is reborn regularly. After his death, he
reappears in the evening in the west, but his heart still goes to the east, where the
palace where Aurora lives is located. Every day he comes closer and closer, and the
closer he gets, the more Perun cuts his body until the last dawn, when being right in
front of his mistress's palace, he disappears completely. However, this does not
discourage Chors, who continues to make the same effort, because death does not
matter to him and love is everything.

At one point, a golden egg emerged from the mists of the abyss. Disorder gave
way to being which came here. Our entire universe was contained in the egg.
Time and space, the heavens and the underworld, kingdoms, nations, animals
and humans, death and life, all of this was to be born from this ancient source.
The egg began to spin on its axis, faster and faster, until it suddenly burst
under the pressure of its own momentum. Smaller and larger pieces of the
golden crust scattered all the way to the very edge of the abyss. The white
spilled out and formed a huge proto-ocean. From the surviving fragments of
eggshells, the sky was formed, embracing the ocean with its embrace. Then
the first god, Swaróg, was born from the yolk of the broken egg. In the form of
a swan it rose into the skies, then sat on the surface of the ocean. In this form,
he could both freely glide through the air and dive into the dark depths. At
that time, he still belonged to the upper and lower world at the same time.

Swaróg chose the highest level of heaven for his seat. He lives in the midst

of fire and light. There he built his divine forge, using it he gave shape to
all things. Like an architect, he set about carving out the foundations of a
world that was yet to come. Soon after, only a few eons later in the
heavenly skies, from dormant clouds, thunderer Perun was born, and from
his reflection falling on the surface of the ocean, his brother - Weles - was
born.

The Great Cart

Long ago, when God was thinking about the creation of the world, one of his
angels decided to rebel. It was Lucifer or the Lightbringer.
Disobeying the Lord, the fallen angel gathered his followers and began a great
war with God and his angels. The final battle took place on the Milky Way.
Demons clashed with angels there. The Lightbearer sat down in the enormous
chariot and, hurriedly, intended to ram the gates of heaven with it. However, one
of the most faithful and powerful angels, Michael, stood in his way. He knocked
down the chariot of Lucifer from the Milky Way, and forced the fallen himself and
his assistants to flee to the deepest hells.
The overturned chariot lies there to this day. People watch it on starry nights and
call it the Big Cart.

Stars
The belief that the fate of people is linked to the fate of the stars was present both in
the Slavs and in other ancient peoples in the east and west of the Slavic region.

Slavic peasants claimed that every man has one star assigned to himself. Small stars

were attributed to insignificant people, and larger stars - to rich and powerful. The
belief in a relationship between a man and a star is manifested, for example, in the
Bulgarian 'takava mu je zvezdata' ('such is his star') or 'to je weak zvezdo' ('it is a
weak star' - about a sickly child). In Poland, the phrase 'to be born under a happy
star' is known.

When a man is born - a new star appears in the sky, when he dies - his
star falls. The abundant fall of stars therefore proves that a bloody
battle is taking place somewhere in the world. Regarding shooting stars,
there was also a superstition that a shooting star was the passing soul
of an unbaptized child who had just died. For this reason, in areas

where this superstition existed, it was adopted in time to cross and
name an unbaptized child.

A long time ago, Our Lady wandered through the Tatra Mountains with little Jesus in
her arms. The child liked the mountain peaks bathed in the morning sun so much
that they began to ask the mother for this fireball suspended in the sky.
Mary fulfilled the request, reaching heavenward and placing the sun in Jesus' hands.
The child immediately began to play happily. But suddenly the fireball slipped from
the little hands and fell to the ground, breaking into thousands of pieces. The crying
child fell into the mother's arms.
The Mother of God hugged Jesus and, drying the tears on his little face, collected the
pieces of the sun and threw it on the sky. There they immediately turned into
twinkling stars. Jesus' face beamed, but Mary knew she could not rule all the time at
night. After a while, she formed a new fireball in her hands and placed it back in the
sky. And so the new sun and stars in the sky came, thanks to the Mother of God,
marking the day and night forever.
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